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EVENTS: 
 

1. FEEDLOT & SPONSORS 4D BARREL RACE, One (1) run for $45. All entries will be ran together. Participant can enter 
on more than one horse. Run order will be randomly drawn by the secretary. A trophy buckle will be awarded to the fastest 
time of the feedlot entries and the sponsor entries. The 4D will be figured on ½ second splits with the money being paid 
35-30-20-15 percent for the 1D through 4D, respectively. Prizes will also be awarded in each D. The number of places 
paid in each D and percentage to each place will be determined by the number of entries as follows: 

 
1-16 entries = 1 place per D (100%) 
17-33 entries = 2 places per D (60-40%) 
34-66 entries = 3 places per D (50-30-20%) 
67-95 entries = 4 places per D (40-30-20-10%) 
96-133 entries = 5 places per D (33-27-20-13-7%) 
 

2. JUNIOR BARREL RACE, One (1) run for $15.  Prizes will be awarded to all participants and no cash payout. 
     Entrant must be 12 years old and under day of race. A buckle will be awarded to the winner. 
 

3. FEEDLOT TEAM ROPING, Four (4) steers for $120/team, progressive after one (1). 
    Entries are limited to five (5) times per contestant.   

A.)  In the fourth round, we will rope to fill average placings, dependent on the number of entered teams.  Fast 
time from the first round will determine cutoff of attempts to place in the average.   

B.) Each team must be working within the same feed yard.  Employees from sister yards, 
i.e. Beefland Feed Yard and Irsik and Doll Feed Yard, will not be allowed to rope together 
in the open roping but will be allowed to rope with each other in the sponsors roping. 
NOTE:  Sister yards must be Beef Empire Days sponsors. 

C.) We will rope in reverse order that the entries are received. 
D.) Each team will be allowed two (2) loops per steer. 
E.) A barrel/line will be used to begin the time. 10 second penalty for roping steer before the line.   
F.) 5 Second penalty for roping 1 hind leg   
G.) The steer cannot be drug out of the catch pen. 
H.) Trophy belt buckles will be awarded to the winning team. 
I.) Champion saddle will be awarded to the high money winner of the Feedlot Roping. 
J.) In the event of a tie for the saddle, there will be a three (3) head rope off before the next roping takes 
place.  The average winner from the rope off will determine the saddle winner.  Ropers must rope with 
one of the partners they were entered with. 

  
Entry fees must be postmarked by May 17, 2019! 

Make your checks payable to 
“Beef Empire Days” 

Mail entries to: 
 

Beef Empire Days 
206 E Fulton Terrace 
Garden City, KS  67846 

Fax: (620) 277-3706 
 

Be ready to compete by 10:00 a.m. on June 2, 2019.   
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4. SPONSORS ROPING:  The 2019 Beef Empire Days Sponsors Roping will be a #13 roping on 4 steers and a #10 
incentive on 3 steers, using USTRC triad numbers.  You must have a USTRC number to compete.  If you do not have a 
number, we will assign you a number at the roping.  Again, this year, if you have more than one employee from your 
organization that would like to enter – THAT’S GREAT!  This way more people can participate.  Entry fees are $120/ team 
and the roping will be Progressive on One.  

A.)  Any employee from one sponsor will be allowed to rope with any employee from another 
sponsor.  Two employees from the same sponsor will be allowed to rope together. 

B.) Each roper may enter five (5) times, so long as roper has changed ends or partners. 
C.) Entries will close before the short-go of the feedlot roping.  You may enter with the secretary and 

pay with CASH ONLY.  FIRST TO ENTER – LAST TO ROPE! 
D.) We will use an electric barrier in the Sponsor Roping.  5 second penalty for broken barrier.  5 

second penalty for roping 1 hind leg.   
E.) Trophy belt buckles will be awarded to the winners of the average in the #13 roping and the #10 

Incentive. 
F.) Champion saddle will be awarded to the high money winner of the Sponsor Roping. 
G.) In the event of a tie for the saddle, there will be a three (3) head rope off before the next roping takes 

place. The average winner from the rope off will determine the saddle winner.  Ropers must rope with 
one of the partners they were entered with. 

H.) Payoff will be according to USTRC payoff schedule. 
Payout Schedule 

95% of roper’s pot will be paid in average.  5% in fast time, including short round 
Fast Time Payout 

1-125 1Place 
126-250 2 Places 
251-375 3 Places 
376-500 4 Places 

Average Payout 
1-20 1 Place 

21-30 2 Places 
31-60 3 Places 
61-100 4 Places 
101-125 5 Places 
126-175 6 Places 
176-225 7 Places 
226-275 8 Places 
276-325 9 Places 

326-375 10 Places 
376-425 11 Places 
426+  12 Places 

Incentive Payout 
1-20 1 Place, 1X Entry Fee 
21-30 1 Place, 2X Entry Fee 

31-60 2 Places, 4X, 3X Entry Fee 
61-100 3 Places, 4X, 3X, 2X Entry Fee 

101-125  4 Places, 4X, 3X, 2X, 1X Entry Fee 
126+ 5 Places, 5X, 4X, 3X, 2X, 1X Entry Fee 

 
Concessions will be available, bring the whole family and enjoy the day! 
Thank You to our 2019 Event Sponsors: 

Animal Health International         Baker Boot Global Animal Products           Hampel Oil Distributors 
           


